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An exhibition to remember 100 years first gas attacks World War 1
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Castle De Lovie, Poperinge

The Smell of War will shed light on the first gas attacks in World War 1 and deals with the
fascinating phenomenon of odour and thereby goes beyond the usual museum based form of
experiencing art.

International artists from the present day demonstrate that scent can really be context and /or
concept of the work. Scents evoke memories and so also emotions and associations, but let
the beholder also re-think and reflect about the context of the work.

The main focus of the exhibition lies on the olfactory artworks about gas attacks and chemical
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wars, as well as on the not-smelling aspect by protection of gas masks. So we also show works
that smell of nothing at all and in which the odour is only conjured up by the visitor’s
imagination, or translated as an odour through the image.

The exhibition will be supplemented by a publication.

{gallery}exhibitions/2015/thesmellofwar{/gallery}

CONTEXT
The context of the exhibition are the first gas attacks in 1915. The aim is to allow the
viewer to stand still and reflect on the use of chemical warfare and more specific
including gas attacks.

CONCEPT
The exhibition has two parts:

- THE SMELL OF WAR: Smell as medium of the work
- THE MASK OF WAR: (Gas)Masks as medium of the work – cfr. (non)-smelling

The choice of this division - that sometimes partially overflows into each other - was made to
avoid that an exhibition in which only smell was working as a concept of the exhibition would
quickly turn of the idea of protection against gas attacks.

Protection devices protect you from the gas and the smell. You are shielding the nose from the
fragrance, the gas. The use of a respirator is also one of the first things we think of when we
think iconographic about gas.
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The Artists

-

- Alex Schweder (US)
Caflo Yrot (UA)
Camilla Maurer (DE)
Christophe Laudamiel (FR)
Clara Ursitti (UK)
Dr. Elena Bodnar (UA)
Gayil Nalls (US)
John Bijnens (BE)
Lisa Kirk (US)
Maki Ueda (JP)
Mattia Casalegno (IT)
Nancy Slangen (BE)
Nathan Vincent (US)
Oswaldo Maciá (CO)
Peter De Cupere (BE)
Philippe Vandenberg (BE)
Priyanka Choudhary ( IN)
Sue Corke (UK) &amp; Hagen Betzwieser (DE)
George Grosz (DE)
Otto Dix (DE)

Exhibition Address

Krombeekseweg 82 8970 Popering

More info: www.thesmellofwar.be
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